HELPING TO KEEP THE WHEELS
OF BUSINESS TURNING
The value of document scanning in your industry

In today’s increasingly digital world, the
provision of instantly accessible, instantly
storable and instantly shareable data and
information has never been more necessary
or more expected. But in paper-intensive
businesses, where traditional ‘hard copy’
processes sit alongside streamlined,
digitised operations, there’s a critical need to
bridge the gap between the two, integrating
the old with the new.

So how do you ensure data moves seamlessly, securely
and simply from paper to your online systems? And how
do you make sure no mission-critical information falls
between the gaps?
The answer lies with today’s new breed of document
scanners, and the many technologies and software that
support their operations.
If you haven’t already considered document scanners
for your business, this document will give you a guide to
their most valuable applications and the considerations
to bear in mind when making your purchasing decision.
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The adoption of document
scanners in a modern
business isn’t simply a
paper-saving decision. It can
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in terms of time saving.
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Scanning technology is moving at a rapid
rate, with new functionality and capabilities
being introduced constantly. So what do you
need to consider when making your next
document scanner purchasing decision?
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Can it handle the types of
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Gone are the days of scanning being a

choosing the right document scanner(s).
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Whether A3 or A4, today’s leading
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What is the difference
between “Twain Scan”
and “Network Scan”?

An entire eco-system of consumable

duplex scanning for all page sizes
from business card to A4, and the
capability to scan various paper or card
thicknesses.

Network Scan, also known as “Push

image reproduction. Larger models

• Roller replacement kits

Scan,” pushes the scan from the copier/
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process, at the copier/scanner, of

Panasonic scanner suitable for any size

• Roller cleaners

loading your documents, selecting a

of business.

pre-set destination, and sending it over.
This automatically saves the document

Of course, whatever solution we

to the specified folder on the PC.

recommend, it will be fully focused
on the way you work and what you’re
looking for.

For a no-obligation discussion about your scanning needs,
please feel free to contact our scanning specialists today:
call: +44 (0)207 0226530
e-mail: info@business.panasonic.co.uk
business.panasonic.co.uk/scanner

